3D Dining Chair
The 3-D range is designed by Hans Sandgren Jakobsen and uses innovative, world leading
plywood bending technology to create the moulded seat. It’s available in clear lacquered oak
and clear lacquered oak with black lacquered back, both with black powder-coated steel legs.
The chairs can stack which is a great benefit for storage and transport, especially when used in a
commercial application.
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MATERIAL
Oak Plywood/Metal

COLOUR
Natural Oak TSF0001

Natural Oak/Black TSF0002

DIMENSIONS
Packaged

60x58x88cmh		

Assembled

46x49.5x77cmh

46

49.5

77

ASSEMBLY
Assembly not required

WEIGHT
Packaged
Assembled

12.5kg
5kg

CARE/CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
For regular cleaning, use a lint-free cloth and wipe in the direction of the wood grain. To remove spots and stains, use a damp
cloth dipped in mild soap or detergent such as an oil soap made for wood products. Keep solvents clear of furniture as they
can strip the finish. Do not use cleaners containing bleach or alcohol. Dust regularly using a lamb’s-wool duster with lanolin or
a slightly damp terry cloth to capture dust and keep furniture dust-free for longer. Regular polishing is necessary to protect
furniture. Polishes containing silicon protect the finish. Keep out of direct sunlight. Place wooden furniture as far away as
possible from heat. If scratched, you can mask the scratch with a marker, crayon, shoe polish or even coffee grounds, only if the
scratch is small and shallow. Choose a colour that matches the finish. Apply the solution in the direction of the scratch. To get
rid of ink stain, mix baking soda and water and pour the mix over the stain. Wipe it off with a damp cloth. For treated surfaces
(waxed or polished), wipe with a mix of water and dishwashing liquid. Test a small spot before treating the whole stain. If gum
gets stuck on your wooden chair, remove as much as you can then leave a bag of ice on the wood for 10 minutes and scrape the
gum off with a flat tool. Be careful the ice does not melt and cause water marks.
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